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Horno you didn’t! Combining the two scummiest, bottom-of-the-barrel genres of the moviemaking industry sounds like the most
brilliant plan ever conceived. Sex and murder, two things that most of the targeted audience will never actually experience
firsthand(well, at least the former). This had the possibility of opening the floodgates for an incredible revolutionary movement in film.

Horno ends up being the most terrible of all jokes.

The concept was simple but excellent. An adult film company decides to make a porno horror film. The results should have been
beautiful. Throw in some bad drugs that turn the crew into cruddy zombies of some sort, along with some actresses that prefer to
keep their clothes on, and you have a complete waste of time.

Really, you will see more blood underneath a bandaid.

You will see better acting in an elementary school play.

You will see more sex scenes in the basement of a church(sorry bad comparison).

Seriously though, this movie is 65 minutes long and has only about 3 minutes of topless chicks, if that. Unforgivable! This is a movie
about the porn industry, I am not asking for too much. The main star has a large rubber member protruding through the opening of
his pants, but none of the ladies will go near it. Some of the scenes jump around sporadically. There are few murders, little blood, and
bad gore effects. And a quick, ten second sex scene that was very unspectacular.

If a Troma film starts to look like an epic James Cameron project in comparison, you know it’s bad. Horno is a clever marketing
gimmick that fails miserably in all attempts at delivering what it promises. Yes, I got punk’d.
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